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ON VIBRATION OF TWO CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 
WHICH ARE IMMERSED IN A WATER 

REGION-II. 

FuMIKI Kno* 

Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, Keio University, 
Hiyoshi, Yokohama 223, Japan 

(Received April, 19 1979) 

ABSTRACT 

In former report, under the same title, which appeared about ten years ago, by the 
same author, we made an analytical study with regard to vibration of two circular 
cylinders which are immersed in a fluid region of infinite extent. Therein, the vibration 
was assumed to be of infinitesimally small magnitude. The present paper is the continua
tion of analytical study of the same problem, and here we treat the case of vibration of 
finite amplitudes. As before, we take the case of two dimensional problem about an ideal 
fluid. In the present study, (Part 11), only main analytical formulae about this problem is 
given, more detailed account together with numerical example being to be given in sub
sequent paper. 

1. Statement of the Problem. 

In Fig. 1, two circular cylinders are shown, which represents the initial 
configuration, at time t=O. Radii of two circular cylinders are Rl and R2. They 
are immersed in water region of infinite extent, which is considered to be an 
ideal fluid. Positions of centers of two circular cylinders are located on the x
axis, and are spaced by a distance D=Eo each other. Radii Ri and R2 are to be 
kept constant at every subsequent time t (O::;;;t). 

Positions of centers of two circular cylinders are considered to move after
wards (at O::;;;t), in a prescribed manner. Fig. 2 shows us positions of two circular 
cylinders at time t. The two cylinders have moved by distances a1 and a2, in 
angular directions (31 and /32 respectively. In what follows, we take up the case 
in which a1 and a2 are given functions of time t, while angles /31 and /32 are kept 
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y (old) 

x (old) 

------E,10 --'D------,;;;.t 

Fig. 1. Position of two Circular Cylinders at initial State. (t=O) 

!I (old) 

.x (old) 

Fig. 2. Position of two Circular Cylinders at displaced State (at time t) 

at constant values. Displacements of centers a1 and az need not to be taken as 
of small amount. 

Our problem of the present paper is to make an analytical study about the 
fluid motion set up, and also about the resulting hydrodynamic forces set up on 
walls of two cylinders. The surrounding fluid being assumed to be an ideal fluid 
of infinite extent, we are to treat the problem as a case of two-dimensional 
potential flow (which necessarily contain time t as another independent variable.) 
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In the present report, only general expressions corresponding to our aim is given, 
more detailed account being left for a future report. 

2. Notations used. 

x, y=rectangular coordinates of a point in xy plane 
z=x+iy a complex variable 
c=distance from origin 0, of radical centers of system of bipolar coordinates 
h=coefficient of linear element for the case of bipolar coordinates (~, r;) 

~' r;=a system of bipolar coordinates representing any point on xy plane 
Ri=radius of circular cylinder (i=l, 2) 
Ei=position of center of ditto 
P=fluid pressure, p=density of the fluid 
¢=velocity potential of fluid motion, giving absolute velocity of flow 

In what follows, several coefficients A, Bi, Ci etc., will be used for giving us 
the solution in form of an infinite series. These coefficients will be defined where 
they make first appearances. These coefficients are independent of variables x, y 

(also ~' r;), but they may be functions of time t, because we are treating the case 
of non-stationary fluid motion. Also, suffixes will be attached to them for dis
tinguishing individual cases of application. 

3. Fundamental Formulae. 

The main formula used in the present paper will be (as in previous report, 
Ref. (1)) those relating to a system of bipolar coordinates, and is given below. 

Fig. 3. Configuration of two circular Cylinders, represented 
by bipolar Coordinates 
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Referring to Fig. 3, two points ( +c, 0) and (-c, 0) lying on the real axis are 
taken as radical centers, and we define a system of bipolar coordinates (~, r;) by 
means of the relation 

. 
1 

c+z 
~+ir;= og-

c-z 

wherein we have z=x+iy. 
From this eq. (1), we obtain 

c sh~ c sin r; x- y-~~~~ 

ch~ +cos r;' ch~ +cos r; 

The linear element ds is given by 

in which we have put 

h 
ch ~+cosr; 

c 

Therefore, two-dimensional Laplacian il<jJ of the function <jJ is given by 

_ 02
</J 0

2
</J _ 1 ( 02

</J 02
</J ) 

il<fJ= ox2 + oy2 =7/f ae + or;2 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

For the case of an ideal fluid, we have to put il<jJ=O, whose general solution may 
be given in following form, 

co 

<fa= I: [An sin nr;+ Bn cos nr;} 
n=l 

[sh n~ +Cn ch n~] (5) 

An and Bn, Cn are constants independent of variables ~' r;. But in our case of 
non-steady fluid motion, they may be functions of time t. 

In order to apply these fundamental formula to our problem, we take two 
circular cylinders to be represented by ~=~1 and ~=~2 respectively. ~1 is positive, 
but ~2 has a negative value. 

For a given set (~i, ~2) of values for two circles, we have (k=l, 2) 

(6) 

Corresponding to the instantaneous state of flow given by eq. (5), value of absolute 
velocity of flow normal to wall surfaces of circular cylinders are given by 

1 
=(- )k+1-(ch ~k+cos r;) X 

c -
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X ~ n(An sin nr;+Bncos nr;) · 
n 

(7) 

at ~=~k (k= 1, 2). The sense of Vn is taken as positive in outward direction with 
regard to each one of cylinder wall. Also, we note that ~1 is positive, while ~2 
is negative. If values of Vn along two circumferences ~=~1 and ~=~2 (as func
tions of r;) are given by hydrodynamic consideration, we can obtain values of 
coefficients Ai, Bi and Ci from the eq. (7), by means of so-called Fourier analysis. 

4. Value of Velocity Potential for Instantaneous 
State of Fluid Motion. 

In order to apply the fundamental formula as given above to obtain value of 
velocity potential <jJ which gives us instantaneous state of fluid motion at time t, 
we take <jJ in such way that it represents the state of matters as shown in Fig. 
2. Thus, in order to conform the state of Fig. 3 to instantaneous configuration 
of Fig. 2, we take the line P1P2 of Fig. 2 to correspond to x-axis of Fig. 3. Also, 
we take 

Moreover, we have 

Eo= IE1I + IE2I =R1 ch ~1 +R2 ch ~2 

C=-
1
-[{Eo2-(R1 -R2)2}{Eo2-(R1 +R2)2}]112 

2Eo 

Angle µ of inclination of new x-axis P1P2 to old x-axis is given by 

tanµ 
a 1 sin /31 - a2 sin /32 

D+a1 cos /31-a2 cos /32 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

When two cylinders are moving with velocities ilk (k=l, 2) in directions of /3k 
respectively (relative to old axis), normal velocities (taken outwardly) of their 
wall surfaces are given by (k=l, 2) 

v. = :t (ak) cos (v, rk) =ilk cos (0-rk) (11) 
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in which we have 

(12) 

cshi;k csin17 
x = y = ----'----

ch i;k +cos 17' chi;k+cos17 

It is to be noted that directions of motion r1 and r2 (with respect to new instan
taneous x-axis) are related to original directions of motion 131 and (3 2 by the 
equation 

(13) 

When two circular cylinders are moving through the fluid in a prescribed 
manner, we must have Vn= V" on both wall surfaces i;=i;k (k=l, 2) of two 
cylinders. Thus, we could evaluate coefficients An, Bn, Cn (n=l, 2, ···) of eq. (5) 
by means of Fourier analysis, as mentioned above. We find it more convenient 
to take 

(14) 

where cp1 satisfies the boundary condition at wall of No. 1 cylinder (i;=i;1) while 
the No. 2 cylinder remain at rest. On the other hand, cp2 satisfies the boundary 
condition at wall of No. 2 cylinder (i;=i;2) while the No. 1 cylinder is kept at 
stand-still. It is to be noted that the solution (14) gives us an instantaneous 
value of velocity potential efJ, pertaining to the motion of an ideal fluid. Actual 
values of these coefficients obtained by this means are as given below. Thus, 
we put 

rpk = ~ (Ank sin n17 + Bnk cos n17) • 
n 

(sh n,; +Cnk ch n~) (15) 

where we have (for k = 1, 2) 
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It is to be noted that ei is positive, while ez is negative. In the above formula, 
following values of definite integrals were used, these being used already in 
author's previous report. 

K~o (A) = __ !_J z" cos mr; d 
2rr Jo (A +cos r;) r; 

Kc2l(A) =--_! __ J2" cos mr; d 
m 2rrJo ~+cos~2 r; 

=(-)m 4(m+l)sm+z (-)m 8sm+4 
(1- s2)2 + (1- s2)3 

wherein we write for shortness 

1 1 <1 
ch e+ lsh el 

m is positive integers, 0, 1, 2, ··· 
Especially, for the values of <Ps (s=l, 2) at two cylindrical walls (at which 

e=ep ;p=l, 2) we have 

¢£Pl= I: [A~ sin nr; + B~) cos nr;] (16) 
n 

Actual values of coefficients A~ and B~ are as follows; 

A <2)_ -1 [ c
2
a1 • J 1 [K<2) (;) K<2J (; )] 

m ---n ~Slllr1 Shn(el-e
2

) • rz-1 Al - n+i Al 
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It will be observed that infinite series solutions (15) and (16) are absolutely 
convergent. After numerical estimation about some practical cases, we find that 
the convergence is fairly good, and we may stop at n=l, 2, ... to ... , 5. 

5. Hydrodynamical Forces acting on each Circular Cylinders 

As mentioned above, we take as instantaneous location of x-axis, the straight 
line P1P2 of Fig. 2. When the time t elapses, the location of line P1P2 changes. 
Therefore, in order to evaluate fluid pressure p, we must have recourse to theory 
of hydrodynamics for the case of moving axes of reference. This has been done 
by the present author and is described in previous paper (Ref. (2)). In our case 
of two dimensional flow, it can be given in following form; 

(17) 

In this eq. (17), U is the potential of external force field, which we take here 
U=O. C is an arbitrary constant independent of x, y but it may be a function 
of time t. Here also, we take C=O. (ex, cv) is linear velocity of motion of the 
origin of our instantaneous frame of axes, Q being its angular velocity of rotation 
about an axis perpendicular to x, y plane. 

Taking the velocity potential <jJ to be given by eqs. (14), (15), and putting it 
into eq. (17), we can estimate the amount of hydrodynamic forces exerted by the 
fluid pressure p, upon two wall surfaces of circular cylinders, thus; 

(1) Hydrodynamical Force acting upon Wall of No. 1 Circular Cylinder. 

ch ~J [ch ~i ~cos r; Jar; (18) 

(
2

" [ c
2 

sinr; J 
Fv=Jo[-p] Ri (ch~1+cosr;)2 dr; (19) 

(2) Hydrodynamic Force acting upon Wall of No. 2 Circular Cylinder. 

Fx= (2"[ +PJ[(-c )2_1_ 
Jo R2 ch ~2 +cos r; 

ch ~2 • d J [ c J 
ch ~2 +cos r; r; 

(20) 
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r2ir [ c2 sin r; J 
Fy= Jo [ -p] Rz (ch ~z +cos r;)2 dr; (21) 

In what follows, we shall show actual expressions of hydrodynamic forces 
Fx, Fy for the case in which a1=t=O, az=O, this being done for presenting simpler 
expressions. Task of evaluation of Fx, Fy may be done, conveniently, in following 
four steps. 

(A) Effect of the Term a<jJ/at 
As we see from eq. (17), we must first evaluate the effect of term a<jJ/at upon 

Fx and Fy. This is done, for No. 1 cylinder, by evaluating following definite 
integrals: 

(22) 

(
2

'" a<jJ [ c2 sin r; J 
Fy=-pJo Tt R1 ch~1+cosr; dr; (23) 

Value of velocity potential <jJ, contained in these definite integrals, being the value 
at ~=~11 we take it in form of eq. (16), in which we have s=l, P=l. Moreover, 
differentiation a;at, with respect to time t, must be carried out in two ways. The 
first one is with regard to a11 and write 

d (. ) .. dt a1 =a1 

The second is with respect to a11 which is contained implicitly in coefficients 
A<ti and B<ti (through c, E11 etc.) and this term may conveniently be expressed 
formally as 

We may express this fact by writing 

The author finds it more convenient to put 

etc., where a~~i, b~~) are numerical (non-dimensional) coefficients, which depend 
implicitly on a1. 

Furthermore, we have 

_i_[a <1)]=-a-[a<l) Ja =a <l)a at 711 aa1 711 1 n1 1 

_i_[b (llJ=~ [b<l) Ja = ,Q <l)a at 711 aa 1 711 1 /"711 1 
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Strictly speaking, values of coefficients a~1i, p~~l, etc., are to be obtained by actuat
ing process of differentiation, which is very complicated. However, the author 
has found a practical method of estimating them approximately, which will be 
reported subsequently. Under these preparatory notices, we obtain 

F _ "\' pnrrD t h (c c ) [ <llJ[ dA~~l J 
y- L.J -. - an n '>l -.,2 • an1 -dt 

n smr1 -

Therein, we have 

dB<1l ab<ll __ n1 __ D""b(l)+D-n_1_(" )2 
dt - a1 711 aa1 a1 

dA <o a <o __ n1 __ D.. <1) D~( · )2 
dt - a1an1 + aa1 a1 

(24) 

(25) 

Summing up these results, we see that hydrodynamic forces Fx, Fy may be 
expressed in following form ; 

Fx=Kxd1 +Sx(a1)2 

Fy=Kyd1 +Sy(a1)2 } (26) 

We observe that, coefficients Kx, Ky of acceleration term d1 just coincide with 
those obtained (in Report I) for the case of small vibration. Terms Sx(a1) 2

, Sy(a 1)
2 

are newly added terms representing non-linearity for the case of finite vibrations. 
(B) Contribution by the term [(a<jJ/ax) 2 +(acj>/ay) 2

]. Here we have 

Also, we have, on the wall surface 

1 a<P 
-haf= v. 

and total effect of the term (1/h2
) [(acj>/a~)] 2 on F~, Fy is null, due to consideration 

of symmetry. So that we need only to put 

l_ _l_ [(~)2] 
2 P h2 ar; 

into formulae (18) and (19), instead of p there; We thus obtain the following 
values; 

(27) 
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(28) 

Actual values of Fx, Fy can be obtained in form of infinite series, consisting of 
each term in form of squares and products of AriP and B,iil. We observe that 
these component parts of forces Fx, Fy are proportional to (a1)2. 

(C) Effect of Term which contains the Factor Q in eq. (17) 
In this case we have to put 

pQ[y !!i__ _ x a<P J 
ax ay 

in place of p in eqs. (18), (19). But we have, by definition of eq. (1), 

a~ 2c[c2-(x2-y2)] 
ax s 
a~ 4cxy 
ay s 
ar; 4cxy 
a;; -s-

}!tJ_ 2c[c2-(x2-y2)] 
ay s 

where we put, for shortness 

S=[c2-(x2-y2)]2+[2xy]2 

So that we have, by inter-change of independent variables from (x, y) to (~, r;); 

y!!±-x!!±_=!!±_ ch~ sin r;-!!±_ sh~ cos r; 
ax ay a~ ar; 

(29) 

Thus, we have to replace p in eqs. (20) and (21) by the expression 

pQ[ ~~ ch ~k sin r;- ~~ sh ~k cos r; J 
The result will be given in a form of infinite series about factors AriP, B,iil. 
Moreover, if we confine our-selves to the case in which li1$0, a2=0, we readily 
see that the angular velocity Q of rotation of moving axes is proportional to li1. 
Thus finally, we infer that we may write 

Fx=Qx(li1) 2
, Fy=Qy(ri1) 2 

where factors Qx, Qy are easily determined by infinite series (14), (15) for velocity 
potential ¢. 

(D) Effect of Term containing Cx and Cy. 

Her we have, also by interchange of independent variables from (x, y) to 
(~, r;), 
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o<jJ [ex cv . J =pa[ c(l+ch ~cos 17)-csh ~ sm 17_ 

+p ~~ [ c; sh~sin17- c; (l+ch~cos17)J (30) 

So that we replace p in eqs. (18), (19) by this amount (30) (where we put ~=~k). 
Thus, the same inference as we made for above item (C) can also be made about 
the present item (D). 

6. Concluding Remark. 

Thus far, the author has reported re~ults of his analytical study about vibra
tion of two circular cylinders which are immersed in a region of ideal fluid, 
which extend to infinity. The magnitude of displacements a1 and a2 are taken to 
be of finite amounts (not necessarily of small amounts), this leading us to non
linear theory. In the above presentation, only main line of analysis is given. 
The author has made more detailed treatment, together with some examination 
of numerical values. It is hoped that these matters will be reported in subsequ
ent papers. 
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